
 
 

 
 

TAKE-HOME MESSAGES @WTFL 2015  
 
 
The Key topics at the World Tourism Forum Lucerne 2015 were talents, innovation and 

sustainable development. The goal was to turn discussions into practical business 
applications by „walking the talk“, creating new business models and action plans. 
Convince yourself of the result, read the take-home messages and transfer the actions into 
your daily business.  
 

Talent Management (by Lars Sonderegger) 

 
Summary 
After intense and insightful days at the World Tourism Forum Lucerne it is time for action. 
“Walking the Talk” is the motto.  
 
It is evident people and talent management are truly at the core of strategy for every 

business leader in tourism and the travel industry. It has been shown talented people are 
not only vital for the business but will also be scarce in the future. Demographics are 
shifting, and tourism and travel are competing against other industries for the best talent. 
 
As Jeremy Rifkin said, “we are not just in a little change but more so in a paradigm 
change.” Technology changes and with it the way people act and work. Thus it is essential 
to incorporate a people strategy with this 21st century thinking, which was clearly the 

message on the CEO Panel. 

 
Kevin Roberts talked about how a VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous) 
world could be seen alternatively (such as vibrant, unreal, crazy and astounding), but what 
remains is uncertainty and the need to experiment. The science of designing experiments 
that lead to change is at the heart of Quantonomics. We invite you to try the “Walk the 

Talk” below. 
 
Actions 
1. Find a collaboration between your company and another company or maybe a school 

within the industry with which you are aligned. Start out with the question: “If we 
found something to collaborate and create a win/win scenario – what could that be”? 

 

2. Inspire. Talk to your “talents” about your passion for what you are doing at work. 
What excites you about your work? Then ask them what they are passionate about. It’s 

about passing on the “fire” on – that’s the magic. Do it once a month for twenty 
minutes with a group of “talents”. Notice the change in them. 

 
3. Find someone who does something good – and mention it. While our brain is 

wired to notice primarily “whats wrong or not working perfect”, train yourself to go 

against this human automatism. Make it a habit to find what “is going well” and 
mention it. Be specific what you thought is good! Being appreciated at work is one of 
the top priorities for people working in companys. Globally. 

 
Change happens through action! So let’s “Walk the Talk”.   
  



 
 

 
 

Sustainable Development (by Thierry Buchs) 

 
Summary 
Sustainability has remained at the core of the Forum’s discussions, which is both good 
news and bad news at the same time. 

 
It is good news because there is growing recognition that the tourism industry is at the 
crossroads, facing many disruptive challenges including an economic revolution driven by 
CET advances. All this is putting pressure on the overall business model of the industry, 

which is an opportunity to push sustainability further. Realities are changing with a 
younger generation taking ownership for sustainable development thanks to the digital 
revolution, where the key drivers are participation, interaction, involvement and 

movement creating. These new realities also call for a better definition of roles of the 
industry and governments.  
 
It is bad news because we’re still talking a lot about sustainability. As mentioned in a 
thought-provoking way during the second day of the conference, we don’t need more 
conferences, we need more action. The real issue is how far does one want to go and to 
measure it? To echo the discussion of the second day of the Forum, privatizing profits and 

socializing costs is just free riding, which means that the party is over. Everybody knows 
it, but the fact of the matter remains that the pace of change is echo slower than 
expected. An addition important point is that there remain crucial reality gaps between 
industrialized and developing countries as far as what sustainability means and can mean 
in practice. 

 

So the real question mark for all of us is how to get some more action going? How to 
“solar impulse” the tourism industries as to build a competitive edge and be ahead of the 
curve? What does it mean in practice? 
 
Actions 
1. For the industry, it’s time to commission a sustainability audit with life-cycle 

assessments of how the business is conducted. Embark on scenario analysis and start 

working on a revised business plan. Don’t forget that there is an increased demand for 
traceability, increased interest from rating agencies and impact investors. It’s all about 
investing in a new value proposition along the supply chain. 

 
2. For Governments, the main challenge remains to define the appropriate framework 

conditions and incentives for sustainable tourism development. It’s time to stop being 
myopic and to engage in a thorough strategic exercise about where do you want to be 

in the long run, factoring in natural and social capital accounting as well as your own 
absorption capacities. Do this exercise jointly with the private sector and civil society so 
as to define the right economic, financial, social and environmental contract. 

 
 

Innovation (by Nicolas Meyer) 

 
Summary 
As 2 eventful and engaging days wound down, let me pause briefly to share 3 points on 
innovation that have resonated throughout the conference. Innovation can be an 
intimidating subject, those in charge of speaking to it constantly feeling the pressure of 
revealing the next big truth, to be innovative in every speech about the subject. However, 

after these few days I feel that I am comfortable in sharing 3 thoughts that have relevance 
in the topical area of innovation in the tourism industry. They are no solutions – but they 
should allow us all to approach the innovation process unencumbered, with access to new 

sources of sparring partners and a different view on what innovation might look like:  
 
 



 
 

 
 

Actions 
1. Don’t chase the iPad: Our industry has become near obsessive about product 

innovation, about finding new tangible tourism offerings that will differentiate a 
property or a destination from its competitors. While occasionally such product 
innovation arises, it is probably true that there is more potential in the tourism industry 
for product improvement than product innovation: Our core touristic products, 

locations, attractions, hotels, etc. already exist and quite frankly are just fine.  
It is however in the area or delivering these products to the market and to the visitor 
where much potential for improvement lies. Innovating in the field of cooperation, in 

the design of new collaborative delivery models and in the alignment of these 
stakeholders, it is in that area where we will create more value for our guests. So if you 
are liking at accelerating innovation within your organisation, you may to ask more 
“how” than you might ask “what” – look for stakeholders within your environment that 

have complementary competencies, similar goals, or might even be your competitors. 
And then ask how combining your forces may result in a sum that is greater than its 
parts.  

 
2. Visit the Ivory Tower: In our industry we are blessed with a wide range of academic 

institutions that have developed first rate programmes in the area of tourism, 

hospitality and related disciplines. They are present on all continents and cover the full 
academic range from vocational learning to PhD programmes. What’s more, the 
academics within these institutions have maintained their link to the industry much 
more so than in other academic areas. Many transition consistently and fluidly between 
industry and academia and are thus able to both validate their area of study in the “real 

world” as well as they are able to convincingly and pragmatically introduce the industry 
to new academic approaches. So make sure that you speak to professors as often as 

you speak to CEO’s – their view is different and often unencumbered by the “cant’s” of 
everyday corporate life.  

 
3. Don’t believe in Unicorns: Much has been said and written about millennials in the 

market, in the workplace and in general. By now all this analysis – initially aimed ad 
better profiling an emerging customer segment – has resulted in an intergenerational 
stereotype endangering organisation’s agility in working cross-generationally. We have 

now preconceived notions that an entire generation of a billion humans can be neatly 
fitted in a single category and can be summarized in a few, general attributes: 
“technology”, “global”, “short termers”, “can’t focus long term”, “bored easily”, “no 
loyalty to employer”.  

 
Forget about these attributes as you mobilize millennials within your innovation process. 

While for sure some millennials fit some of these qualifiers (and as many non-millennials 

do as well) using the preconceived view of this generation excessively and as a decision 
maker for planning your innovation processes, will deprive your organisation of valuable 
resources and inputs and will deprive the millennials from valuable learning opportunities 
as they join the work force.  They are not a group, but a collection of 1 million individuals 
from varied economic, cultural and political backgrounds – each able to contribute to the 
innovation proves in a different way.  
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